GEMSTONES

In love with tanzanite

U

S-based gemstone expert
AG Color Inc is offering a
diverse collection of loose
tanzanites, ranging from 5
carats to 200 carats as
well as finished tanzanite
jewellery.
The company is hoping
to network with existing
customers from China, the
Far East, the US, Europe,
South America, Japan and
the Middle East.
Apart from single stones, AG
Color is also presenting a large
selection of perfectly cut and
matched pairs and suites in various
shapes and sizes.
“For customers who are looking
for something different, we present
fine fancy-cut singles and pairs,
beautiful cabochons, buff tops,
checkerboards and drops,” AG
Color continued.

Tanzanite pendant with diamond
accents from AG Color Inc

The gemstone dealer
has a large inventory of
calibrated tanzanites,
with prices starting
from US$5 per carat to
US$350 a carat.
Prices of 5-carat to
200-carat singles range
from US$75 per carat
to US$700 per carat.
AG Color is likewise showcasing
rare pieces that sell for US$1,000 to
US$1,500 on a per carat basis. Its
fine tanzanite jewellery costs up to
US$50,000.
“We have a large selection of
10-carat goods most desired by
customers from China and the Far
East,” the gemstone trader said.
New York-based AG Color is
among the world’s leading tanzanite
suppliers. It has developed an
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expertise in
precision-cut
calibrated and
free-size tanzanite for
more than 17 years, with an
inventory that includes pairs, suites
and custom-cut shapes and sizes.
AG Color has consistently won
accolades from the American Gem

Necklace layout of
cushion-cut tanzanites
from AG Color Inc

Trade Association’s Spectrum
Awards in different categories. It
runs factories in Jaipur, India and a
sales office in New York.
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Cut and polished tanzanites
from AG Color

